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Abstract. In dental health care, the application of ultrashort laser pulses enables dental tissue ablation free from
thermal side effects, such as melting and cracking. However, these laser types create undesired micro- and
nanoparticles, which might cause a health risk for the patient or surgeon. The aim of this study was to investigate
the driving mechanisms of micro- and nanoparticle formation during ultrashort pulse laser ablation of dental
tissue. Time-resolved microscopy was chosen to observe the ablation dynamics of mammoth ivory after irra-
diation with 660 fs laser pulses. The results suggest that nanoparticles might arise in the excited region. The
thermal expansion of the excited material induces high pressure in the surrounding bulk tissue, generating
a pressure wave. The rarefaction wave behind this pressure wave causes spallation, leading to ejection of
microparticles. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.7.076005]
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1 Introduction
In dental health care, about 80% of the patients suggest that a
treatment with erbium lasers, which have pulse durations in the
order of ≥100 μs, is more comfortable compared to a treatment
with classical mechanical tools.1 In recent years, several inves-
tigations showed that the use of ultrashort pulse lasers (USPL)
can be a promising technology in the future of dentistry.2–4

USPL enable the ablation of nearly all materials, because non-
linear absorption is dominated by intensity rather than wave-
length.5 One of the major challenges for the application of
ultrafast lasers in dentistry is to achieve ablation rates compa-
rable to high speed turbines, which are in the order of
60 mm3∕min.6 A discussion about how the ablation rate can
be scaled using USPL can be found in several publications.7–9

Recently, Schelle et al.10 demonstrated that the ablation rate
scales linearly with power up to 50 W at a repetition rate of
500 kHz, enabling removal rates of up to 50 mm3∕min.

Besides the ablation rate, there are also open questions
regarding the consequences of particle formation and their dep-
osition in the oral region during laser application. Due to the use
of USPL in dentistry, the generation of nanoparticles is unalter-
able.11 Nanomaterials do not constitute a homogeneous group
and possess unique physically, chemically, mechanically, and
structurally very different properties compared to their bulk

counterparts.12 As an example, titanium dioxide, a frequently
used material for dental implants, was classified as biologically
inert but, in contrast, adverse effects on human health have been
discovered for TiO2 nanoparticles.13,14 The contamination of
nanoparticles occurs via the respiratory tract (inhalation),
absorption through the skin, or by oral route through food
ingestion in the digestive tract. Permeation through the gastro-
intestinal barrier has been shown for micro- and nanoparticles.
In laboratory animals, an accumulation of metal and metal oxide
nanoparticles was found in their liver, spleen, and kidneys.15,16

The transport of the nanoparticles in the organ region occurs
via any type of mucosa. Penetration parameters are, therefore,
the apparent size (in the nanometer range) of the particles, their
surface charge, the rapid regeneration of the mucosa and the
change of pH values (influenced by the particles) and local
effects after oral exposure including abnormal mucous produc-
tion.17 This can also occur on the direct route in the oral
mucosa. Thus, the risk assessment must always be made on
a case-by-case basis.18 This led to an open discussion in dental
health care on how this contamination causes health risks. This
circumstance requires a characterization of the ablation debris,
which arises from irradiation of dental hard substances. Recent
investigations showed that nano- and microparticles up to
a size of 30 μm are ejected after irradiation with USPL.19

For a deeper understanding of the nature of these nano- and
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microparticle generation during the ablation process, a time-
resolved investigation is necessary. For this purpose, pump–
probe microscopy, a method that was already used to study
the ablation stages of metals,20,21 semiconductors,20,22 dielec-
trics,23 or thin film systems,24 is utilized in this study to inves-
tigate the driving mechanism of nano- and microparticle
formation during USPL ablation of dentin-like ivory.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Sample Selection

The material used for this investigation was mammoth ivory.
This material provides the benefits of good availability, a large
surface (30 × 30 mm2) for experiments, and also has a structural
similarity to normal/healthy human dentine.25–27 The sample
was polished with diamond paste, which has a grain size of
1 μm, to increase the planarity and to decrease the surface
roughness. Afterward, the sample was cleaned in an ultrasonic
bath.

2.2 Pump–Probe Microscopy

An overview of the pump–probe microscopy setup is given in
Fig. 1. An ultrafast laser source (Spectra-Physics, Spirit) emits
pulses of a duration of 660 fs (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) at a center wavelength of 1053 nm, which are divided
into pump and probe pulses by beam splitter 1 beyond the laser
exit. The pump pulse, used for initiating the ablation, is focused
by a lens with a focal length of f ¼ 150 mm on the sample gen-
erating a spot diameter of about 40 μm at the 1∕e2 intensity
level. In this configuration, the maximum available peak fluence
is about 6 J∕cm2. It should be noted that all fluence values in
this study are defined as the peak fluence of a Gaussian beam.
The probe pulse, used for sample illumination, is frequency
doubled (SHG) to a wavelength of 527 nm and has a pulse dura-
tion in the order of 510 fs (FWHM). Subsequently, a linear
translation stage delays the probe pulse optically up to 4 ns.

For probing with delay times longer than 4 ns, an actively
Q-switched laser source (Innolas, picoloAOT) emits a second
probe pulse with a duration of 600 ps (FWHM) at a wavelength
of 532 nm. Both optical paths are superimposed in beam splitter
2 for coaxial illumination of the dentin-like mammoth ivory
sample. The sample is imaged by a 20× microscope objective
(NA ¼ 0.29, working distance 30.8 mm) to a CCD camera
(PCO, pixelfly USB). An area of 0.32 × 0.32 μm2 is imaged on
a single pixel. The spatial resolution according to the Rayleigh
criterion is Δl ¼ 0.61λ∕NA ≈ 1.1 μm. The exposure time of
the sample is determined by the pulse duration of both probe
sources. A detailed description of the pump–probe microscopy
setup is given in Ref. 28.

2.3 Determination of the Ablation Threshold

The ablation threshold fluence Fth of the mammoth ivory sam-
ple was determined by the method of Liu.29 The squared radius
of the ablated crater r2 is supposed to increase linearly with the
logarithm of the applied peak fluence F0 for an ideal Gaussian
beam with the focus radius w0:

r2 ¼ 1

2
w2
0 ln

�
F0

Fth

�
: (1)

2.4 Image Processing and Determination of
the Transient Relative Reflectivity Change

The camera has a dynamic range of 14 bits. Each pixel can have
16,384 different gray values. The energy of the probe pulse was
adjusted to use the full dynamic range of the camera. The sample
was always moved to a new position for taking a time-resolved
image at a specific delay time t. Three images were taken at each
position. The first image was taken more than 1 s before laser
interaction [Fig. 2(a)], the second image was taken at delay time
t [Fig. 2(b)], and the third image was taken more than 1 s after
laser interaction [Fig. 2(c)]. The three 14 bit raw images in Fig. 2
were converted to 8 bit images. Then the sample was moved by
about 70 μm to the next position. The crater, which was ablated
before, can be seen on the right side in Figs. 2(a)–2(c).

The raw images were processed as follows. In first step, the
images were normalized. The gray value of each pixel was di-
vided by the average gray value. This average gray value was
calculated from the pixels of two areas covering 20% of the total
number of pixels at the left and 20% at the right side of the
image. These areas were located far outside the laser–matter
interaction zone. In this way, fluctuations of the pulse energy
could be compensated. In the second step, difference images
were calculated. The normalized image taken before laser inter-
action [Fig. 2(a)] was subtracted from the normalized image
taken at delay time t [Fig. 2(b)]. The difference was then divided
by the normalized image taken before laser interaction. In this
way, the calculated values for each pixel represent the relative
reflectivity change, which can be written as

ΔR
R

¼ ðRt − R0Þ
R0

; (2)

where R0 is the reflectivity of the original sample and Rt is the
reflectivity at the pump–probe delay time t.

The minimum value of the relative reflectivity change is −1.
The maximum value in the experiment was not higher than 5.

Fig. 1 Overview of the pump–probe microscopy setup. The pump
pulse (red branch) is focused on the mammoth ivory sample to initiate
the ablation procedure. The probe pulse (green branch) illuminates
the sample that is imaged by a microscope and CCD camera at differ-
ent delay times. Up to 4 ns, a frequency doubled probe pulse with a
duration of 510 fs is delayed on a linear stage (delay line). Above 4 ns,
a probe pulse with a duration of 600 ps is triggered by an electronic
delay.
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To create a grayscale image, the values of the relative reflec-
tivity change are shifted and stretched so that the minimum was
0 and the maximum was 256. The final difference image is
shown in Fig. 2(d). The speckle contrast in the background is
reduced significantly and the ablation dynamics can be distin-
guished from irregularities on the sample surface. For example,
the crater at the right side of the raw images in Figs. 2(a)–2(c)
vanishes completely in the difference image in Fig. 2(d).

The transient relative reflectivity change ΔR∕R was mea-
sured in the center of the irradiated spot. The relative reflectivity
change was averaged over an area of 5 × 5 pixels, which corre-
sponds to a region of 1.6 × 1.6 μm2 and is plotted as function of
the delay time.

2.5 Model Function of the Transient Relative
Reflectivity Change

The transient relative reflectivity change of the USPL excitation
of metals,20 semiconductors,22 and dielectrics23 has already been
investigated in several publications. This has not yet been the
case for mammoth ivory. Since dental tissue has dielectric prop-
erties, the relative reflectivity change during absorption, excita-
tion and relaxation of electrons, and phase transitions of
mammoth ivory should be also comparable to that of dielec-
trics.23 In this case, the laser pulse is absorbed by the valence
band electrons. The excited electrons are then transferred to
the conduction band.30 The electron density in the conduction
band increases, the surface becomes metallic, and the reflectiv-
ity increases, as was already observed for semiconductors.20,22

Mero et al.23 showed that the reflectivity is proportional to the
electron density in the conduction band. The measured excita-
tion time should be governed by the cross-correlation time of
the pump- and probe pulse τe ¼ 840 fs.28 The transient relative
reflectivity change of the excitation can be described by the error
function.31 Electron–phonon collisions then lead to a decrease of
the electron density in the conduction band.23 The consequence
is a decrease of the reflectivity, which can be described by a
falling exponential function with the relaxation time τr and
the initial value R1. This is the case for fluences below the abla-
tion threshold. Just above the ablation threshold, scattering and
absorption of the probe light in an expanding liquid–gas phase
mixture can decrease the relative reflectivity change to negative
values.20 At even higher fluences, plasma shielding can also
decrease the reflectivity of the probe pulse.21 The transient rel-
ative reflectivity change is expressed by the following model
equation:31

ΔR
R

ðtÞ¼
�
1

2
erf

�
t− t0
τe

�
þ1

2

��
ðR1−R2Þexp

�
−
t− t0
τr

�
þR2

�
;

(3)

where R2 is the final value of the relaxation term and t0 defines
the delay time zero point.

2.6 Determination of the Speed of Pressure Waves

The sample is observed from the top and the time-resolved
images are difference images (see Fig. 2). The speckle contrast
can thus increase either if the sample has moved or if the probe
pulse was deflected. The first case can occur if a pressure wave
propagates through the material. In this case, a ring with an
increased speckle contrast can be observed and its diameter
increases with time. The radius of such a pressure wave as
a function of time is

rðtÞ ¼ vtþ r0; (4)

where v is the speed of the pressure wave and r0 is its initial
radius.

The second case (deflection of the beam) can occur if a shock
wave propagates in air. Laser-induced shock waves in air were
already observed by other pump–probe observations from the
side21,32 and can also be observed from the top.21 An outgoing
wavefront originating from a shock wave in air (see Sec. 3) can
be observed in the example for the calculation of a difference
image in Fig. 2(d) and is clearly visible at the borders of the
image. The Taylor–Sedov equation33 describes the spherical
expansion of a shock wave originating from an infinitesimally
small source. The radius r in dependency of the delay time t is33

rðtÞ ¼ kðt − t0Þ0.4; (5)

where k is a constant, depending on the released energy, the
ambient pressure, and the gas constant. The velocity of the
shock wave can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (5) with
respect to t.

The comparison of the first derivatives of Eqs. (4) and (5)
indicates that the velocity of a pressure wave in the bulk is con-
stant, whereas the velocity of a shock wave in air decreases with
time. These different behaviors are used to identify the nature of
expanding rings in the time-resolved image series.

Fig. 2 Images of the mammoth ivory sample taken with the pump–probe microscopy setup (a) before
laser interaction, (b) at a delay time of t ¼ 100 ns, and (c) in the final state after t > 1 s. The crosshair in
image (a) marks the position where the laser hits the sample. The black region next to the crosshair
corresponds to a crater, which was ablated for taking a time-resolved image at a previous time step.
Image (d) is the normalized difference image of (a) and (b).
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3 Results

3.1 Steady State Investigation of the Single Pulse
Ablation Behavior

The mammoth ivory sample was irradiated with different fluen-
ces. The threshold fluence for ablation was determined to be
1.7ð3Þ J∕cm2, using the method of Liu28 that was described
in the chapter earlier.

Figure 3 shows a confocal microscopy image of a sample
position that was irradiated with a fluence of 6.0 J∕cm2.
Several plateaus and deep holes with an average depth of
about 8 μm can be observed inside the crater. The edge of
the crater has an irregular shape. Thermal side effects, such as
melting or microcracks, cannot be observed.

3.2 Time-Resolved Transient Ablation Stages

Time-resolved microscopy images of the sample, which was
irradiated with a fluence of 6 J∕cm2, are shown in Fig. 4. As
described above, the gray values of the image represent the rel-
ative reflectivity change at the respective delay time. The image
series shows that a bright spot appears in the center within a time
frame of ∼1 ps at delay time 0. Within 10 ps, the center becomes
dark. For delay times longer than 10 ps, the radius of the dark
region increases up to 13 μm in the horizontal axis between 10
and 20 ps. Then its diameter remains constant up to 1 ns. The
radius of the dark region in the center increases further between
1 and 20 ns. An ellipse of speckles with increased contrast can
be observed around the dark region. The diameter of this ellipse
increases with time. Individual dark regions appear around
the circle between 50 and 200 ns. These dark regions can be
observed up to a delay time of about 1 μs. Some areas around
the dark center also show an increased speckle contrast. In the
final state, the radius of the dark region in the center is
Δr ¼ 5 μm larger than that below 2 ns. The total diameter of
about 35 μm fits to the diameter of the crater in Fig. 3.

3.3 Transient Relative Reflectivity Change

Figure 5 shows the relative reflectivity change ΔR∕R measured
in the center of the irradiated region. The reflectivity increases
strongly in the center within ∼1 ps at delay time 0, followed
by a reflectivity decrease to negative values within 10 ps.
Equation (3) was fitted to the data points (red curve). The

least square fit procedure returned for the initial relative reflec-
tivity change R1 ¼ 495ð27Þ% and for the final relative reflectiv-
ity change R2 ¼ −60ð18Þ%. The determination of t0 was used
to shift the measured values to delay time 0. The excitation time
was kept constant at τe ¼ 840 fs, defined by the cross-correla-
tion time of pump- and probe pulse.27 The decay term revealed
a relaxation time of τr ¼ 3.5ð5Þ ps. The relative reflectivity
change becomes negative after a delay time of about 7 ps.

3.4 Pressure Wave in the Bulk

Figure 6(a) shows a time-resolved image at a delay time of
20 ns. An ellipse of increased speckle contrast can be observed.
The radii of both axes are plotted as a function of the delay time
and Eq. (4) was fitted to the data points in Fig. 6(a). The radii of

Fig. 3 Confocal microscopy image of the ablated spot on a dentine
like mammoth ivory sample. The sample was irradiated by a single
laser pulse at a fluence of 6 J∕cm2, a spot radius of 20 μm, and
a pulse duration of 660 fs. The topography reveals that about 8 μm
deep craters were ablated, while some plateaus remained inside the
irradiated region.

Fig. 4 Time-resolved microscopy images of the laser irradiation of
a dentin-like mammoth ivory sample with a fluence of 6 J∕cm2. The
delay times are indicated at the bottom of each image. The scale bar
in the upper left image applies to all images.

Fig. 5 Relative reflectivity change (ΔR∕R) measured in the center of
the irradiated region versus time (black squares). Variable time steps
were used to resolve the steep reflectivity increase and subsequent
decrease. A model function, which describes the reflectivity increase
by an error function and the decrease by an exponential decay func-
tion, was fitted to the data points (red curve).
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both axes increase linearly with time between 2 and 20 ns. The
slope of the fit function reveals that the slow and fast axes of the
ellipse expand at constant velocities of 2.75ð5Þ km∕s and
3.84ð8Þ km∕s, respectively. The velocity of a shock wave in
air would decrease with time according to Eq. (5). Thus, the
expanding ellipse can be related to an anisotropic sound wave
that propagates with directional sound velocities through the
mammoth ivory. The extrapolation of the data points to
t ¼ 0 ns indicates that the starting point of the sound wave
in the fast axis is rf0 ¼ 13ð1Þ μm and in the slow axis, it
is rs0 ¼ 17.8ð6Þ μm.

3.5 Shock Wave in Air

A second wavefront can be observed between 50 and 200 ns,
but this time with a circular shape, as shown in Fig. 7(a).

Equation (5) was fitted to the data points between 60 and
200 ns. The good agreement and the fact that the shock
wave velocity drops to the speed of sound in air indicate that
this wavefront can be identified as shock wave propagation
in air and not in the bulk material. Similar shock waves in
air were already observed by other pump–probe observations
from the side in the same time region.21,32 The data points do
not follow the trend at earlier delay times, indicating that the
shock wave cannot be approximated as a spherical shockwave
at the beginning.

4 Discussion

4.1 Origin of Nanoparticles

The good agreement of the fit of Eq. (3) suggests that the
observed reflectivity dynamics (shown in Fig. 5) are comparable

Fig. 6 (a) Difference image taken at a delay time of 20 ns and a fluence of 4.5 J∕cm2. An ellipse with
increased speckle contrast can be observed, caused by anisotropic sound waves that locally deform the
bulk ivory. (b) The radius of the fast and slow axis of the axis increases linear with time at velocities of 2.8
and 3.8 km∕s, respectively. It has to be mentioned that the ellipticity of the shock wave also depends on
the sample position. It was seen most clearly at a position where an image sequence at a fluence of
4.5 J∕cm2 was recorded. However, the average shockwave velocity is about the same at a fluence
of 6.0 J/cm².

Fig. 7 (a) Difference image taken at a delay time of 100 ns and a fluence of 6.0 J∕cm2. Particle ablation
can be observed in the center and a circular shock wave, which propagates in air, can be identified at the
edges of the image. (b) Radius of the shock wave in air versus time (black squares). The Taylor–Sedov
equation, which describes the spherical expansion of a shock wave in air originating from an infinitesimal
small source, was fitted to the data points between 60 and 200 ns (red solid line). The data points do not
follow the trend at earlier delay times, indicating that shock wave cannot be approximated as spherical
shockwave at the beginning (red dashed line). The derivated velocity of the shock front (blue dotted line)
decreases below 500 m∕s and above 200 ns, which is almost the sound velocity in air.
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to those of dielectrics. The decay term, which describes the
relaxation of excited electrons23 and the formation of a
liquid–gas mixture,20,22 revealed a relaxation time of τr ¼
3.5 ps. Moreover, the relative reflectivity change drops to neg-
ative values after a delay of 7 ps. The relaxation of the electrons
itself does not cause a negative relative reflective change at
fluences below the ablation threshold.23 For this reason, the
drop to negative values must be related to the onset of abla-
tion.20,22 Figure 4 shows that the radius of the dark region
increases up to 13 μm in the horizontal axis between 10 and
20 ps. This observation suggests that the ablation process
could be slower at lower fluences. Then the diameter remains
constant up to 1 ns. This region is called the excited region
in the following.

Nanoparticles are smaller than the spatial resolution of the
pump–probe microscope, which is about 1 μm, and thus cannot
be resolved individually. Figure 4 shows that the speckle con-
trast is increased locally between 50 and 200 ns. As mentioned
above, the time-resolved images represent difference images.
The speckle contrast can increase either if the sample has
moved or if the probe pulse was deflected. A local movement
of the sample is not expected. Since individual particles cannot
be resolved, the increase of the speckle contrast could be related
to scattering of particles that are smaller than a few micrometers.
The increased speckle contrast could also originate from
Rayleigh and Mie scattering if the size of the particles is smaller
than or in the order of the wavelength of the probe beam,
respectively. These could be nanoparticles, which were already
captured and observed after USPL irradiation of dentin-like
material with a fluence of about 5 J∕cm2.19 These nanoparticles
might arise from the condensing and solidifying gas–liquid
mixture, which was created in the excited region.

4.2 Origin of Microparticles

Figure 6 shows the propagation of an anisotropic pressure wave
through the mammoth ivory. The directional velocities of the
pressure wave could be connected to the growth direction of
the sample. The starting position of the sound wave was deter-
mined to be rf0 ¼ 13ð1Þ μm and rs0 ¼ 17.8ð6Þ μm in the fast
and slow axes, respectively. The initial radius of the pressure
wave in the fast axis, which propagates in the horizontal direc-
tion, is thus equal to the horizontal radius of the excited region.
This observation suggests that the pressure was generated by
the expansion of the excited region. Such pressure waves can
already be generated by ultrafast thermal expansion and by
the density change during melting.34

Figure 4 shows that the radius of the dark circle in the center
is nearly constant between 20 ps and 1 ns. Subsequently, the
radius increases by about Δr ¼ 5 μm between 1 and 5 ns.
After 5 ns and in the final state, the radius of the dark region
in the center remains constant. Now the dark region measures
about 35 μm in diameter and fits the diameter of the crater in
Fig. 3. The delayed expansion of the dark circle suggests
that material removal outside the excited region could be driven
by a different second ablation mechanism, which can be
explained as follows. The measured pressure waves with veloc-
ities of 2.8 and 3.8 km∕s take about t ¼ Δr∕vs ¼ 1.3 ns and
1.8 ns, respectively, to pass the distance Δr. The time the
dark region takes to increase correlates with the doubled runtime
of the shock wave. This calculation suggests that the pressure
wave, which was initiated at the edges of the excited region,
propagates through the surrounding region. The rarefaction wave
behind causes spallation35,36 leading to the material removal
around the excited region.

Individual dark regions appear around the dark circle, which
can be clearly observed between 50 and 200 ns in Fig. 4 and are
shown enlarged in Fig. 7(a) at a delay time of 100 ns. The
increase of the dark region in the center and the subsequent
appearance of individual dark regions can be related to the ejec-
tion of microparticles. The microparticles cover the crater up to
about 1 μs. The profile of the crater in Fig. 3 shows that the
shape of the edges is irregular and that plateaus can be found
in the center. These observations suggest that the microparticles
might arise from the spallation of the tissue around and below
the excited region.

4.3 Transient Stages of the Ultrafast Laser Ablation
of Dental Tissue

The observations and the discussion of the origin of nano- and
microparticle formation in combination with literature suggest
that the transient stages of dentin-like mammoth ivory ablation
using ultrafast lasers can be described in five steps, as shown in
Fig. 8. These steps are as follows:

(1) The laser pulse is absorbed by the valence band elec-
trons, which are subsequently excited to the conduc-
tion band at delay time 0.

(2) The electron relaxation heats the dental tissue and ini-
tiates melting and evaporation in the excited region
between 1 and 10 ps. The thermal expansion then
generates pressure, causing a pressure wave in the
bulk and a shock wave in air.

Fig. 8 Model of (dental) tissue ablation with ultrashort pulse lasers. The pulse is absorbed by the elec-
trons at delay time 0. The electron relaxation heats the ivory sample and initiates melting and evaporation
between 1 and 10 ps. The ultrafast expansion generates pressure, causing a shock wave in the bulk and
in the air. Nanoparticles expand from the excited region, whereas a shock wave propagates through the
bulk and the rarefaction wave behind causes fragmentation within 2 ns. Microparticles are thus ejected
and leave a crater in the bulk. The final state is reached after 1 μs.
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(3) Nanoparticles might arise here during condensation
and solidification of the expanding gas–liquid mix-
ture from the excited region. Meanwhile, the pressure
wave propagates through the bulk tissue. The rarefac-
tion wave behind this pressure wave causes spallation
in the area surrounding the excited region within
2 ns.35,36

(4) Microparticles are ejected from the surrounding
region and leave a crater with plateaus in the dental
tissue.

(5) The final state is reached after about 1 μs.

4.4 Consequences for the Application of
USPL in Dentistry

Dental hard tissue removal with erbium lasers has been imple-
mented in dentistry for more than 25 years. The ablation process
is primarily based on the resonant absorption of laser radiation
in water. Based on different interaction mechanisms on the tis-
sue surface and in the subsurface region, an explosive removal
of the mineral matrix occurs.37 For that reason, an external water
spray, which is utilized for laser–tissue interaction and cooling
during hard tissue preparation, is always needed. The sizes of
the created ablated particles (i.e., enamel and dentin) are mainly
in the order of tens of micrometers.38

In contrast to USPL, the multiphoton absorption process is
responsible for material removal. Compared to the classical,
linear laser–tissue interaction mechanism mentioned above, the
effect is much stronger and is accompanied with a plasma for-
mation. Particles in the micrometer and especially in the nano-
meter range are unalterable.19 We will do further investigations
to determine if an additional water spray and a suction is suffi-
cient to avoid deposition of nanoparticles on the oral mucosa.

Regarding the ablation rates, the spallation also enables high
ablation rates of about 50 mm3∕min in dentin using a USPL
system with a power output of 50 W and a pulse repetition
rate of 500 kHz as reported in Ref. 10. This is comparable
to using a classical Er:YAG laser with a pulse repetition rate of
50 Hz and 8 W average power (estimation based on Ref. 37).
However, at higher pulse repetition rates, the efficiency may be
reduced by particle shielding, as observed for metal drilling
with USPL and pulse frequencies above 500 kHz.39 By con-
trast, particles shielding the ablated crater were observed in
Fig. 4 only up to a delay time of 1 μs, but not at longer
delay times. For this reason, particle shielding should not
occur if pulse repetition rates below 1 MHz will be applied.

5 Conclusion
The aim of this study was to investigate the driving mechanisms
of particle formation during ultrafast laser ablation of dental tis-
sue. For this purpose, time-resolved microscopy was utilized to
investigate the ablation dynamics of dentin like mammoth ivory
after irradiation with 660 fs laser pulses. The results suggest
that the ultrafast expansion of the excited and heated material
generates a pressure wave in the surrounding bulk tissue. The
rarefaction wave behind the pressure wave causes spallation
in the surrounding region. Nanoparticles might arise from the
excited region during condensation and solidification of the
expanding gas–liquid mixture. Microparticles are ejected from
the surrounding region and leave a crater with plateaus in the
mammoth ivory sample.
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